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Engineering Electromagnetic CompatibilityPrinciples, Measurements, Technologies,
and Computer ModelsWiley-IEEE Press
The 2016 International Conference on Energy Science and Applied Technology (ESAT
2016) held on June 25-26 in Wuhan, China aimed to provide a platform for researchers,
engineers, and academicians, as well as industrial professionals, to present their
research results and development activities in energy science and engineering and its
applied technology. The themes presented in Energy Science and Applied Technology
ESAT 2016 are: Technologies in Geology, Mining, Oil and Gas; Renewable Energy, BioEnergy and Cell Technologies; Energy Transfer and Conversion, Materials and
Chemical Technologies; Environmental Engineering and Sustainable Development;
Electrical and Electronic Technology, Power System Engineering; Mechanical,
Manufacturing, Process Engineering; Control and Automation; Communications and
Applied Information Technologies; Applied and Computational Mathematics; Methods
and Algorithms Optimization; Network Technology and Application; System Test,
Diagnosis, Detection and Monitoring; Recognition, Video and Image Processing.
As the number of electrical devices in use continues to grow, so do the challenges of
ensuring the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) of products and systems. Fortunately,
engineers have at their disposal an array of approximations, models, and rules-ofPage 1/26
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thumb to help them meet those challenges. Unfortunately, the number of these tools
and guidelines is overwhelming, and worse still is the thought of investigating their
origins and confirming their results. The Electromagnetic Compatibility Handbook is an
unprecedented compilation of the many approximations, guidelines, models, and rulesof-thumb used in EMC analyses, complete with their sources and their limitations. The
book presents these in an efficient question-and-answer format and incorporates an
extremely comprehensive set of tables and figures. The author has either derived from
basic principles or obtained and verified from their original sources all of the
expressions in the tables. Mathcad was used to generate most of the plots and solve
many of the equations, and the author includes the Mathcad programs for many of
these so users can clearly see the variable assignments, assumptions, and equations.
Designed to be of long-lasting value to engineers, researchers, and students, the
Electromagnetic Compatibility Handbook is ideal both for quick reference and as a
textbook for upper-level and graduate electrical engineering courses.
There is currently no single book that covers the mathematics, circuits, and
electromagnetics backgrounds needed for the study of electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC). This book aims to redress the balance by focusing on EMC and providing the
background in all three disciplines. This background is necessary for many EMC
practitioners who have been out of study for some time and who are attempting to
follow and confidently utilize more advanced EMC texts. The book is split into three
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parts: Part 1 is the refresher course in the underlying mathematics; Part 2 is the
foundational chapters in electrical circuit theory; Part 3 is the heart of the book: electric
and magnetic fields, waves, transmission lines and antennas. Each part of the book
provides an independent area of study, yet each is the logical step to the next area,
providing a comprehensive course through each topic. Practical EMC applications at
the end of each chapter illustrate the applicability of the chapter topics. The Appendix
reviews the fundamentals of EMC testing and measurements.
A comprehensive review of the recent advances in anechoic chamber and
reverberation chamber designs and measurements Anechoic and Reverberation
Chambers is a guide to the latest systematic solutions for designing anechoic chambers
that rely on state-of-the-art computational electromagnetic algorithms. This essential
resource contains a theoretical and practical understanding for electromagnetic
compatibility and antenna testing. The solutions outlined optimise chamber
performance in the structure, absorber layout and antenna positions whilst minimising
the overall cost. The anechoic chamber designs are verified by measurement results
from Microwave Vision Group that validate the accuracy of the solution. Anechoic and
Reverberation Chambers fills this gap in the literature by providing a comprehensive
reference to electromagnetic measurements, applications and over-the-air tests inside
chambers. The expert contributors offer a summary of the latest developments in
anechoic and reverberation chambers to help scientists and engineers apply the most
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recent technologies in the field. In addition, the book contains a comparison between
reverberation and anechoic chambers and identifies their strengths and weaknesses.
This important resource: • Provides a systematic solution for anechoic chamber design
by using state-of-the-art computational electromagnetic algorithms • Examines both
types of chamber in use: comparing and contrasting the advantages and disadvantages
of each • Reviews typical over-the-air measurements and new applications in
reverberation chambers • Offers a timely and complete reference written by authors
working at the cutting edge of the technology • Contains helpful illustrations,
photographs, practical examples and comparison between measurements and
simulations Written for both academics and industrial engineers and designers,
Anechoic and Reverberation Chambers explores the most recent advances in anechoic
chamber and reverberation chamber designs and measurements.
The applications of electromagnetic phenomena within electrical engineering have been
evolving and progressing at a fast pace. In contrast, the underlying principles have
been stable for a long time and are not expected to undergo any changes. It is these
electromagnetic field fundamentals that are the subject of discussion in this book with
an emphasis on basic principles, concepts and governing laws that apply across the
electrical engineering discipline. Electromagnetic Foundations of Electrical Engineering
begins with an explanation of Maxwell’s equations, from which the fundamental laws
and principles governing the static and time-varying electric and magnetic fields are
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derived. Results for both slowly- and rapidly-varying electromagnetic field problems are
discussed in detail. Key aspects: Offers a project portfolio, with detailed solutions
included on the companion website, which draws together aspects from various
chapters so as to ensure comprehensive understanding of the fundamentals. Provides
end-of-chapter homework problems with a focus on engineering applications.
Progresses chapter by chapter to increasingly more challenging topics, allowing the
reader to grasp the more simple phenomena and build upon these foundations.
Enables the reader to attain a level of competence to subsequently progress to more
advanced topics such as electrical machines, power system analysis, electromagnetic
compatibility, microwaves and radiation. This book is aimed at electrical engineering
students and faculty staff in sub-disciplines as diverse as power and energy systems,
circuit theory and telecommunications. It will also appeal to existing electrical
engineering professionals with a need for a refresher course in electromagnetic
foundations.
This book introduces the state-of-the-art research progress of system-level EMC,
including theories, design technologies, principles and applications in practice. The
engineering design, simulation, prediction, analysis, test, stage control as well as
effectiveness evaluation are discussed in detail with extensive project experiences,
making the book an essential reference for researchers and industrial engineers.

Building on basic undergraduate electronic engineering concepts, this text
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applies the principles to the design of compatible electronic systems that do not
create interference. It includes derivations of formulae and worked examples as
well as technical details and practical design information.
The surface of textiles offers an important platform for functional modifications in
order to meet special requirements for a variety of applications. The surface
modification of textiles may be achieved by various techniques ranging from
traditional solution treatment to biological approaches. This book reviews
fundamental issues relating to textile surfaces and their characterisation and
explores the exciting opportunities for surface modification of a range of different
textiles. Introductory chapters review some important surface modification
techniques employed for improved functional behaviour of textiles and the
various surface characterisation methods available. Further chapters examine
the different types of surface modification suitable for textiles, ranging from the
use of plasma treatments and physical vapour deposition to the use of
nanoparticles. Concluding chapters discuss surface modification strategies for
various applications of textiles. Surface modification of textiles is a valuable
resource for chemists, surface scientists, textile technologists, fibre scientists,
textile engineers and textile students. Reviews fundamental issues relating to
textiles surfaces and their characterisation Examines various types of surface
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modification suitable for textiles, including plasma treatments and nanoparticles
Discusses surface modification strategies for textile applications such as
expansion into technical textile applications
Applied Electromagnetics and Electromagnetic Compatibility deals with Radio
Frequency Interference (RFI), which is the reception of undesired radio signals
originating from digital electronics and electronic equipment. With today's rapid
development of radio communication, these undesired signals as well as signals
due to natural phenomena such as lightning, sparking, and others are becoming
increasingly important in the general area of Electro Magnetic Compatibility
(EMC). EMC can be defined as the capability of some electronic equipment or
system to be operated at desired levels of performance in a given
electromagnetic environment without generating EM emissions unacceptable to
other systems operating in the vicinity.
This book covers the basic electromagnetic principles and laws from the
standpoint of engineering applications, focusing on time-varying fields. Numerous
applications of the principles and law are given for engineering applications that
are primarily drawn from digital system design and electromagnetic interference
(Electromagnetic Compatibility or EMC). Clock speeds of digital systems are
increasingly in the GHz range as are frequencies used in modern analog
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communication systems. This increasing frequency content demands that more
electrical engineers understand these fundamental electromagnetic principles
and laws in order to design high speed and high frequency systems that will
successfully operate.
Offers exceptional breadth of coverage without sacrificing depth and does not
restrict itself solely to theory at the expense of practical applications, which are
emphasised throughout. Suitable for HND and undergraduate students, the
coverage and approach is relevant for specialist and non-specialist engineers.
Important topics include electromagnetic compatibility in view of recent EU
legislation. Solutions to Problems book available to bona fide lecturers.
A railway is a complex distributed engineering system: the construction of a new
railway or the modernisation of a existing one requires a deep understanding of
the constitutive components and their interaction, inside the system itself and
towards the outside world. The former covers the various subsystems (featuring
a complex mix of high power sources, sensitive safety critical systems, intentional
transmitters, etc.) and their interaction, including the specific functions and their
relevance to safety. The latter represents all the additional possible external
victims and sources of electromagnetic interaction. EMC thus starts from a
comprehension of the emissions and immunity characteristics and the
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interactions between sources and victims, with a strong relationship to
electromagnetics and to system modeling. On the other hand, the said functions
are achieved and preserved and their relevance for safety is adequately handled,
if the related requirements are well posed and managed throughout the process
from the beginning. The link is represented by standards and their correct
application, as a support to analysis, testing and demonstration.
Electronic Noise and Interfering Signals is a comprehensive reference book on
noise and interference in electronic circuits, with particular focus on low-noise
design. The first part of the book deals with mechanisms, modelling, and
computation of intrinsic noise which is generated in every electronic device. The
second part analyzes the coupling mechanisms which can lead to a
contamination of circuits by parasitic signals and provides appropriate solutions
to this problem. The last part contains more than 100 practical, elaborate case
studies. The book requires no advanced mathematical training as it introduces
the fundamental methods. Moreover, it provides insight into computational noise
analysis with SPICE and NOF, a software developed by the author. The book
addresses designers of electronic circuits as well as researchers from electrical
engineering, physics, and material science. It should also be of interest for
undergraduate and graduate students.
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Electrical Engineering Engineering Electromagnetic Compatibility Principles, Measurements,
Technologies, and Computer Models Second Edition This practical, enhanced second edition
will teach you to avoid costly post-design electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) fixes. Once
again, V. Prasad Kodali provides a comprehensive introduction to EMC and presents current
technical information on sources of electromagnetic interference (EMI), EMC/EMI
measurements, technologies to control EMI, computer simulation and design, and international
EMC standards. Features added to this second edition include: * Two new chapters covering
EMC computer modeling and simulation and signal integrity * Expanded assignments at the
close of each chapter * Illustrative examples that enhance comprehension * Updated
information in Selected Bibliography and EMC Standards chapters * A new appendix that lists
websites relevant to EMC/EMI Engineering Electromagnetic Compatibility, Second Edition is
presented in a concise, user-friendly format that combines a rigorous solutions-based,
mathematical treatment of the underlying theories of EMC with the most recent practical
applications. It is ideally suited as a desk reference for practicing engineers and as a textbook
for students who need to understand the form and function of EMC and its relevance to a
variety of systems.
Introduces chaos theory, its analytical methods and themeans to apply chaos to the switching
power supplydesign DC-DC converters are typical switching systems which have plentyof
nonlinear behaviors, such as bifurcation and chaos. Thenonlinear behaviors of DC-DC
converters have been studied heavilyover the past 20 years, yet researchers are still unsure of
thepractical application of bifurcations and chaos in switchingconverters. The electromagnetic
interference (EMI), which resultedfrom the high rates of changes of voltage and current, has
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become amajor design criterion in DC-DC converters due to wide applicationsof various
electronic devices in industry and daily life, and thequestion of how to reduce the annoying,
harmful EMI has attractedmuch research interest. This book focuses on the analysis
andapplication of chaos to reduce harmful EMI of DC-DC converters. After a review of the
fundamentals of chaos behaviors of DC-DCconverters, the authors present some recent
findings such asSymbolic Entropy, Complexity and Chaos Point Process, to analyzethe
characters of chaotic DC-DC converters. Using these methods,the statistic characters of
chaotic DC-DC converters are extractedand the foundations for the following researches of
chaotic EMIsuppression are reinforced. The focus then transfers to estimatingthe power
spectral density of chaotic PWM converters behind anintroduction of basic principles of
spectrum analysis and chaoticPWM technique. Invariant Density, and Prony and Wavelet
analysismethods are suggested for estimating the power spectral density ofchaotic PWM
converters. Finally, some design-orientedapplications provide a good example of applying
chaos theory inengineering practice, and illustrate the effectiveness onsuppressing EMI of the
proposed chaotic PWM. Introduces chaos theory, its analytical methods and the meansto
apply chaos to the switching power supply design Approaches the subject in a systematic
manner from analyzingmethod, chaotic phenomenon and EMI characteristics,
analyticalmethods for chaos, and applying chaos to reduce EMI(electromagnetic interference)
Highlights advanced research work in the fields of statisticcharacters of nonlinear behaviors
and chaotic PWM technology tosuppress EMI of switching converters Bridges the gap between
numerical theory and real-worldapplications, enabling power electronics designers to both
analyzethe effects of chaos and leverage these effects to reduce EMI
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The book introduces the state-of-the-art research progress of system-level EMC
(Electromagnetic Compatibility), including theories, design technologies, principles and
applications in practice. The engineering design, simulation, forecast, analysis, test, stage
control, and effectiveness evaluation are discussed in detail with extensive project
experiences, making the book an essential reference for researchers and industrial engineers.
This totally revised and expanded reference/text provides comprehensive, single-source
coverage of the design, problem solving, and specifications of electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) into electrical equipment/systems-including new information on basic theories,
applications, evaluations, prediction techniques, and practical diagnostic options for preventing
EMI through cost-effective solutions. Offers the most recent guidelines, safety limits, and
standards for human exposure to electromagnetic fields! Containing updated data on EMI
diagnostic verification measurements, as well as over 900 drawings, photographs, tables, and
equations-500 more than the previous edition-Electromagnetic Compatibility: Principles and
Applications, Second Edition:
Electromagnetics is too important in too many fields for knowledge to be gathered on the fly. A
deep understanding gained through structured presentation of concepts and practical problem
solving is the best way to approach this important subject. Fundamentals of Engineering
Electromagnetics provides such an understanding, distilling the most important theoretical
aspects and applying this knowledge to the formulation and solution of real engineering
problems. Comprising chapters drawn from the critically acclaimed Handbook of Engineering
Electromagnetics, this book supplies a focused treatment that is ideal for specialists in areas
such as medicine, communications, and remote sensing who have a need to understand and
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apply electromagnetic principles, but who are unfamiliar with the field. Here is what the critics
have to say about the original work "...accompanied with practical engineering applications and
useful illustrations, as well as a good selection of references ... those chapters that are devoted
to areas that I am less familiar with, but currently have a need to address, have certainly been
valuable to me. This book will therefore provide a useful resource for many engineers working
in applied electromagnetics, particularly those in the early stages of their careers." -Alastair R.
Ruddle, The IEE Online "...a tour of practical electromagnetics written by industry experts ...
provides an excellent tour of the practical side of electromagnetics ... a useful reference for a
wide range of electromagnetics problems ... a very useful and well-written compendium..." -Alfy
Riddle, IEEE Microwave Magazine Fundamentals of Engineering Electromagnetics lays the
theoretical foundation for solving new and complex engineering problems involving
electromagnetics.
The book is about all aspects of computing, communication, general sciences and educational
research covered at the Second International Conference on Computer & Communication
Technologies held during 24-26 July 2015 at Hyderabad. It hosted by CMR Technical Campus
in association with Division – V (Education & Research) CSI, India. After a rigorous review only
quality papers are selected and included in this book. The entire book is divided into three
volumes. Three volumes cover a variety of topics which include medical imaging, networks,
data mining, intelligent computing, software design, image processing, mobile computing,
digital signals and speech processing, video surveillance and processing, web mining, wireless
sensor networks, circuit analysis, fuzzy systems, antenna and communication systems,
biomedical signal processing and applications, cloud computing, embedded systems
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applications and cyber security and digital forensic. The readers of these volumes will be highly
benefited from the technical contents of the topics.
Electronics professionals will find this book invaluable when designing power equipment,
because it describes in detail how to cope with the problem of electromagnetic interference.
The author shows how to meet the exacting US and European EMC standards for conducted
emissions. The book includes a wide range of EMI analysis techniques. An important focus is
on the energy content of interference transient signals (traditional analysis concentrates on
amplitude and frequency). This provides a more accurate picture of the EMI situation. For
those who do not want or need detailed analysis techniques, many approximation methods are
also provided. These simplified techniques give accurate results for all but the most stringent
applications. The book contains several worked examples and an extensive bibliography, and
is sure to be useful to electronic design engineers and others who need to meet international
EMC regulations and standards. Laszlo Tihanyi has worked on EMC for over 20 years.
Formerly Head of the Department of Power Electronics at the Hungarian Research Institute for
the Electrical Industry, he focused primarily on solving EMI problems in electronic systems and
developing a dimensioning method for power line filters.

This book systematically explains the fundamentals of system-level
electromagnetic compatibility and introduces the basic concept of system-level
electromagnetic compatibility quantification design. The topics covered include
the critical technologies in the top-down quantification design of electromagnetic
compatibility, quantification design of system-level electromagnetic compatibility,
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evaluation methods and application examples, quality control and application
examples of electromagnetic compatibility development process, and real-world
engineering example analysis of electromagnetic compatibility.The book
proposes a top-down system-level electromagnetic compatibility quantification
design method and is the first book to describe in detail how to quantitatively
evaluate and predict system-level electromagnetic compatibility performance. It
includes abundant engineering examples and experimental data demonstrating
the usage and results of the top-down quantification design methods of systemlevel electromagnetic compatibility.It enables readers to obtain a thorough
understanding of the theory and methods of system-level electromagnetic
compatibility quantification design as well as the methodologies for engineering
practice.
As power systems develop to incorporate renewable energy sources, the delivery
systems may be disrupted by the changes involved. The grid’s technology and
management must be developed to form Smart Grids between consumers,
suppliers and producers. Conducted Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) in Smart
Grids considers the specific side effects related to electromagnetic interference
(EMI) generated by the application of these Smart Grids. Conducted
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) in Smart Grids presents specific EMI
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conducted phenomena as well as effective methods to filter and handle them
once identified. After introduction to Smart Grids, the following sections cover
dedicated methods for EMI reduction and potential avenues for future
development including chapters dedicated to: •potential system services,
•descriptions of the EMI spectra shaping methods, •methods of interference
voltage compensation, and theoretical analysis of experimental results. By
focusing on these key aspects, Conducted Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) in
Smart Grids provides a concise and comprehensive coverage of an extensive
subject matter. It constitutes a key resource for any industry practitioners,
researchers or system designers with interest in Smart Grids, particularly their
electromagnetic compatibility in the conducted EMI frequency range.
This practical new resource explores the fundamentals of EMC engineering and
examines the concepts and underpinnings of electromagnetics. This book
highlights the procedures from design to market for both technical and nontechnical issues, including market control, accreditation, calibration, EMC tests
and measurement, and EMC protection. Basic electrical engineering theories,
Maxwell equations, EM scattering, diffraction and propagation in the
electromagnetic model are presented. The circuit model, including lumped
parameter circuit elements, two-port circuit definitions, grounding, common and
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differential model currents, and microstripline circuits are explored. This book
also covers antennas and antenna calibration, including communication
antennas, normalized site attenuation (NSA), loop antennas, and loop antenna
calibration (LAC). Noise and frequency analysis on fundamental electromagnetic
signals, noise, and transforms is explained. Readers find insight into EMC test
and measurement environments and devices. Time-saving MATLAB code is
included in this resource to help engineers with their projects in the field.
The mathematical theory of wave propagation along a conductor with an external
coaxial return is very old, going back to the work of Rayleigh, Heaviside, and J. J.
Thomson. These words were written by S. A. Schelkunoff back in 1934. Indeed,
those early works dealt with signal propagation along the line as well as
electromagnetic shielding of the environment inside and/or outside the metallic
enclosures. Max well himself developed pioneering studies of single-layer
shielding shells, while a paper with such a "modern" title as "On the Magnetic
Shielding of Concentric Spherical Shells" was presented by A. W Rucker as early
as 1893! * Such "state of the art" shielding theory created in the last century is
even more amazing if you think that at almost the same time (namely, in 1860s),
a manuscript of Jules Verne's book, Paris in the. xx Century, was rejected by a
publisher because it pre dicted such "outrageously incredible" electrotechnology
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as, for example, FAX service by wires and the electrocutioner's chair. (With
regard to the last invention, I suspect many readers would rather Jules Verne has
been wrong. ) However, although the beginning of electromagnetic shielding
theory and its implementation to electronic cables date back more than a century,
this dynamic field keeps constantly growing, driven by practical applications.
A comprehensive resource that explores electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) for
aerospace systems Handbook of Aerospace Electromagnetic Compatibility is a
groundbreaking book on EMC for aerospace systems that addresses both aircraft
and space vehicles. With contributions from an international panel of aerospace
EMC experts, this important text deals with the testing of spacecraft components
and subsystems, analysis of crosstalk and field coupling, aircraft communication
systems, and much more. The text also includes information on lightning effects
and testing, as well as guidance on design principles and techniques for lightning
protection. The book offers an introduction to E3 models and techniques in
aerospace systems and explores EMP effects on and technology for aerospace
systems. Filled with the most up-to-date information, illustrative examples,
descriptive figures, and helpful scenarios, Handbook of Aerospace
Electromagnetic Compatibility is designed to be a practical information source.
This vital guide to electromagnetic compatibility: • Provides information on a
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range of topics including grounding, coupling, test procedures, standards, and
requirements • Offers discussions on standards for aerospace applications •
Addresses aerospace EMC through the use of testing and theoretical
approaches Written for EMC engineers and practitioners, Handbook of
Aerospace Electromagnetic Compatibility is a critical text for understanding EMC
for aerospace systems.
Handbook of Green Engineering Technologies for Sustainable Smart Cities
focuses on the complete exploration and presentation of green smart city
applications, techniques, and architectural frameworks. It provides detailed
coverage of urban sustainability spanning across various engineering disciplines.
The book discusses and explores green engineering technologies for smart cities
and covers various engineering disciplines and environmental science. It
emphasizes techniques, application frameworks, tools, and case studies. All
chapters play a part in the evolution of sustainable green smart cities and present
how to solve environmental issues by applying modern industrial IoT solutions.
This book will benefit researchers, smart city practitioners, academicians,
university students, and policy makers.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the International Conference on
Information and Communication Technologies held in Kochi, Kerala, India in
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September 2010.
Offers a comprehensive overview of the recent advances in the area of computational
electromagnetics Computational Method in Electromagnetic Compatibility offers a
review of the most recent advances in computational electromagnetics. The
authors—noted experts in the field—examine similar problems by taking different
approaches related to antenna theory models and transmission line methods. They
discuss various solution methods related to boundary integral equation techniques and
finite difference techniques. The topics covered are related to realistic antenna systems
including antennas for air traffic control or ground penetrating radar antennas;
grounding systems (such as grounding systems for wind turbines); biomedical
applications of electromagnetic fields (such as transcranial magnetic stimulation); and
much more. The text features a number of illustrative computational examples and a
reference list at the end of each chapter. The book is grounded in a rigorous theoretical
approach and offers mathematical details of the formulations and solution methods.
This important text: Provides a trade-off between a highly efficient transmission line
approach and antenna theory models providing analysis of high frequency and transient
phenomena Contains the newest information on EMC analysis and design principles
Discusses electromagnetic field coupling to thin wire configurations and modeling in
bioelectromagnetics Written for engineering students, senior researchers and practicing
electrical engineers, Computational Method in Electromagnetic Compatibility provides a
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valuable resource in the design of equipment working in a common electromagnetic
environment.
MICROWAVE INTEGRATED CIRCUIT COMPONENTS DESIGN THROUGH
MATLAB® This book teaches the student community microwave integrated circuit
component design through MATLAB®, helping the reader to become conversant in
using codes and, thereafter, commercial software for verification purposes only.
Microwave circuit theory and its comparisons, transmission line networks, Sparameters, ABCD parameters, basic design parameters of planar transmission lines
(striplines, microstrips, slot lines, coplanar waveguides, finlines), filter theory, Smith
chart, inverted Smith chart, stability circles, noise figure circles and microwave
components, are thoroughly explained in the book. The chapters are planned in such a
way that readers get a thorough understanding to ensure expertise in design. Aimed at
senior undergraduates, graduates and researchers in electrical engineering,
electromagnetics, microwave circuit design and communications engineering, this book:
• Explains basic tools for design and analysis of microwave circuits such as the Smith
chart and network parameters • Gives the advantage of realizing the output without
wiring the circuit by simulating through MATLAB code • Compares distributed theory
with network theory • Includes microwave components, filters and amplifiers S.
Raghavan was a Senior Professor (HAG) in the Department of Electronics and
Communication Engineering, National Institute of Technology (NIT), Trichy, India and
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has 39 years of teaching and research experience at the Institute. His interests include:
microwave integrated circuits, RF MEMS, Bio MEMS, metamaterial, frequency selective
surfaces (FSS), substrate integrated waveguides (SIW), biomedical engineering and
microwave engineering. He has established state-of-the-art MICs and microwave
research laboratories at NIT, Trichy with funding from the Indian government. He is a
Fellow/Senior Member in more than 24 professional societies including: IEEE (MTT,
EMBS, APS), IETE, IEI, CSI, TSI, ISSS, ILA and ISOI. He is twice a recipient of the
Best Teacher Award, and has received the Life Time Achievement Award,
Distinguished Professor of Microwave Integrated Circuit Award and Best Researcher
Award.
This"know-how"book gives readers a concise understanding of the fundamentals of
EMC, from basic mathematical and physical concepts through present, computer-age
methods used in analysis, design, and tests. With contributions from leading experts in
their fields, the text provides a comprehensive overview. Fortified with information on
how to solve potential electromagnetic interference (EMI) problems that may arise in
electronic design, practitioners will be betterable to grasp the latest techniques, trends,
and applications of this increasingly important engineering discipline. Handbook of
Electromagnetic Compatibility contains extensive treatment of EMC applications to
radio and wireless communications, fiber optics communications, and plasma effects.
Coverage of EMC-related issues includes lightning, electromagnetic pulse, biological
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effects, and electrostatic discharge. Practical examples are used to illustrate the
material, and all information is presented in an accessible and organized format. The
text is intended primarily for those practicing engineers who need agood foundation in
EMC, but it will also interest faculty and students, since a good portion of the material
covered can find use in the classroom or as a springboard for further research. The
chapters are written by experts in the field Details the fundamental principles, then
moves to more advanced topics Covers computational electromagnetics applied to
EMC problems Presents an extensive treatment of EMC applications to: Radio and
wireless communications, Fiber optic communications, Plasma effects, Wired circuits,
Microchips, Includes practical examples, Fiber optic, Communications, Plasma effects,
Wired circuits, Microchips, Includes practical examples
This textbook highlights principles and applications of electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC). After introducing the basic concepts, research progress, standardizations and
limitations of EMC, the book puts emphasis on presenting the generation mechanisms
and suppression principles of conducted electromagnetic interference (EMI) noise,
radiated EMI noise, and electromagnetic susceptibility (EMS) problems such as static
electricity, electric fast transient (EFT) and surge. With case studies and solved
examples, the book provides effective solutions to actual engineering problems.
Students and researchers will be able to use the book as practical reference for EMCrelated measurements and problem-solving.
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The book all semiconductor device engineers must read to gain a practical feel for
latchup-induced failure to produce lower-cost and higher-density chips. TransientInduced Latchup in CMOS Integrated Circuits equips the practicing engineer with all the
tools needed to address this regularly occurring problem while becoming more
proficient at IC layout. Ker and Hsu introduce the phenomenon and basic physical
mechanism of latchup, explaining the critical issues that have resurfaced for CMOS
technologies. Once readers can gain an understanding of the standard practices for
TLU, Ker and Hsu discuss the physical mechanism of TLU under a system-level ESD
test, while introducing an efficient component-level TLU measurement setup. The
authors then present experimental methodologies to extract safe and area-efficient
compact layout rules for latchup prevention, including layout rules for I/O cells, internal
circuits, and between I/O and internal circuits. The book concludes with an appendix
giving a practical example of extracting layout rules and guidelines for latchup
prevention in a 0.18-micrometer 1.8V/3.3V silicided CMOS process. Presents real
cases and solutions that occur in commercial CMOS IC chips Equips engineers with the
skills to conserve chip layout area and decrease time-to-market Written by experts with
real-world experience in circuit design and failure analysis Distilled from numerous
courses taught by the authors in IC design houses worldwide The only book to
introduce TLU under system-level ESD and EFT tests This book is essential for
practicing engineers involved in IC design, IC design management, system and
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application design, reliability, and failure analysis. Undergraduate and postgraduate
students, specializing in CMOS circuit design and layout, will find this book to be a
valuable introduction to real-world industry problems and a key reference during the
course of their careers.
Engineers and scientists who develop and install electronic devices and circuits need to
have a solid understanding of electromagnetic theory and the electromagnetic behavior
of devices and circuits. In particular, they must be well-versed in electromagnetic
compatibility, which minimizes and controls the side effects of interconnected electric
dev
Circuits are faster and more tightly packed than ever, wireless technologies increase
the electromagnetic (EM) noise environment, new materials entail entirely new
immunity issues, and new standards govern the field of electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC). Maintaining the practical and comprehensive approach of its predecessor,
Principles and Techniques of Electromagnetic Compatibility, Second Edition reflects
these emerging challenges and new technologies introduced throughout the decade
since the first edition appeared. What's new in the Second Edition? Characterization
and testing for high-speed design of clock frequencies up to and above 6 GHz Updates
to the regulatory framework governing EM compliance Additional coverage of the
printed circuit board (PCB) environment as well as additional numerical tools An entirely
new section devoted to new applications, including signal integrity, wireless and
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broadband technologies, EMC safety, and statistical EMC Added coverage of new
materials such as nanomaterials, band gap devices, and composites Along with new
and updated content, this edition also includes additional worked examples that
demonstrate how estimates can guide the early stages of design. The focus remains on
building a sound foundation on the fundamental concepts and linking this to practical
applications, rather than supplying application-specific fixes that do not easily
generalize to other areas.
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